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meet the tAblet ut™

MISTRAS Group is continuing to shape the face of Ultrasonic Testing with the Tablet UT™ system. MISTRAS has 
developed the Tablet UT™ with the convenience of a portable Ultrasonic Testing (UT) system coupled with the 
power, functionality, and features of a computer.

From that fusion comes unparalleled connectivity and versatility harnessed within an industry-leading 10.4-inch 
dynamic touchscreen display, putting the Tablet UT™ on the cutting edge of Non-Destructive Testing (NDT) 
equipment – a position MISTRAS has led since the 1970s.

testiNg
The Tablet UT™ features up to three-axis motion control with 1-, 2-, or 3-axis encoder inputs and the 
compatibility to operate a wide variety of companion scanners – both single and dual axis; automatic and 
manual; mini and tabletop.

From a testing standpoint, the Tablet UT™ also stands out thanks to its thickness data logging and RF 
waveform storage capabilities. It features four independent gates and a four-function pulser with spike, 
square, tone burst, and chirp modes from shearwave testing to A-B-C-Scan and TOFD.

It quickly assesses the presence of defects, corrosion/erosion, delamination, and internal anomalies in a variety 
of structures, and materials.

other industry-leading Ut features include:

•  14-bit ADC digitizer (data processing 16 bit)  •  Up to 3 axis of motion control  •  TOFD testing display
•  Real-time A-Scan with B- or C-Scan images  •  Weld testing display – shear path, depth, and projection
•  Digital thickness display  •  1 or 2 channel operation

first of its KiND
The Tablet UT™ is a high-speed data 
acquisition and imaging system that 
provides full A-, B-, and C-Scan displays, 
thickness testing and data logging, RF 
spectrum analysis with waveform storage, 
Time of Flight Diffraction (TOFD), flaw 
detection, and corrosion mapping.

But what sets the Tablet UT™ apart is 
its on-board image replay and analysis 
capabilities. Since the Tablet UT™ is part 
testing system/part computer, it has the 
power and versatility not only to allow 
users to perform UT testing but also 
analyze the results seamlessly.

No longer do users have to import test 
data onto an external PC equipped with 
UTwin™ to analyze results. Instead, they 
can remain in the field and perform their 
image replay analysis, which allows for 
further examination depending on 
test results.

Nor does a user ever have to leave 
the field to transmit or share test 
results. Thanks to Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 
connectivity, users can wirelessly transmit 
results and data in real-time. And with 
Ethernet and two USB outputs, it has the 
versatility, power, and scalability of an 
industrial PC.

sCheDule A liVe Demo toDAy Call us at +1.609.716.4000 or visit us
on the web at www.mistrasgroup.com/tabletUt
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ComPutiNg
Tablet UT™ has all the features, accessibility, and connectivity to function not only as a top-of-the-line portable, stand-
alone UT inspection device – but also as a personal computer based on a standard Windows operating system. Built 
on a multicore platform, the Tablet UT™ runs Microsoft™ Windows 7 operating system along with UTwin™/Tablet 
UTwin™, giving it the functionality and features of a lab computer. It comes with up to 256 GB mSATA of storage and 
8GB of operational memory allowing users to store test results and analysis – including RF Waveforms. Computing 
power is the platform on which Tablet UT™’s industry-unique features like on-board data analysis and thickness data 
logging are built. 

In addition to function, the Tablet UT™ offers plenty of features that enhance the user experience. No other UT testing 
device matches the amount or range of outputs that Tablet UT™ offers. Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity along with an 
Ethernet port allow for easy sharing and data syncing. Two USB ports, and Bluetooth, let users connect any peripheral 
to the Tablet UT™ normally connected to a PC. An external video output enables users to attach monitors or projectors 
for a range of uses (presentations, desktop use, etc.). Even if users keep their Tablet UT™ in the field full time, a 10.4-
inch touchscreen offers plenty of viewing size, functionality, and ease of use.

In fact, the most portable feature of Tablet UT™ is size. It weighs just 7.75 lbs with one battery and 8.75 lbs. with two. 
It’s equipped with a “hot swappable” Lithium-Ion battery, holding an estimated 8+ hour life with 2 batteries, and a DC 
power adapter that allows for battery charging and operation. A second battery and external charger are available.

fuNCtioNs & 
APPliCAtioNs
• A, B, C-Scan displays • Flaw detection
• Time of Flight Diffraction (TOFD)
• Digital thickness displays • DAC/TCG
• Corrosion mapping • Digital Strip Chart 
• Thickness data logging
• FFT Spectrum analysis

Key feAtures
GroUndBreakinG CapaBilities
• On-board image replay and analysis
• RF Waveform storage
• Thickness data logging

displaY
• Intuitive 10.4” touchscreen

pUlser
• Spike • Square • Tone Burst • Chirp

VersatilitY
• 1, 2 or 3-axis motion control
• 1, 2 or 3-axis encoder inputs
• Built-in kick-stand for easy viewing

oUtpUts & ConneCtiVitY
• 2 USB ports • Exterior monitor
• Wi-Fi • Bluetooth • Ethernet

power
• Microsoft Windows 7 OS 
• Up to 256 GB data storage

ANAlysis feAtures
• Cluster analysis • 3-D imaging
• Multi-layer gating • Image stitching
• Statistics signal-to-noise ratio
• Flaw analysis and classification
• Direct export to Excel files

softWAre
Tablet UT™ operation is based on MISTRAS’ widely successful data acquisition, imaging, and analysis software 
UTwin™. However, UTwin™ has been further streamlined to maximize efficiency and highlight the Tablet UT™’s 
touchscreen capabilities. Drop-down menus guide the operator through instrument set-up and test calibration. 

Quick Screen View configures screen displays for a host of common tests. Frequent set-ups like scanner, probe, UT 
settings, scan menus, configuration, file and home menu selections are available instantly via a drop-down menu.

eAse of oPerAtioN
The user-driven nature of the Tablet UT™ reaches far beyond system design. The Tablet UT™’s user interface 
function and design make the user experience truly intuitive. On-screen menus help users seamlessly navigate 
through all of the Tablet UT™’s testing, analysis and display functions. Programmable macros, as well as on-
screen and keypad short cuts, make the Tablet UT™ customizable  to a user’s needs.



the right system for you
There’s no limit to the capabilities the Tablet UT™ possesses. You’re able to 
pick from five standard models that offer one, two or three axes of motion 
control and single- or dual-channel capabilities. 

All models come fully equipped with Tablet UTwin™, a specially designed, 
proprietary variant of MISTRAS’ powerful Ultrasonic Testing software 
UTwin™ for desktop systems.

It’s this advanced software, combined with the powerful multicore platform 
and Windows 7 operating system, that enables the Tablet UT™ to perform 
on-board data replay and analysis. In addition, Tablet UTwin™ offers an 
industry-unique combination of A-, B-, and C-Scans as well as thickness 
imaging and data logging display capabilities.

In addition, there’s a variety of optional features available to add on to 
any model, including: TOFD software, transducer and fixture packages; 
replay software for an external PC; and an external charger.

In fact, users can add additional axis control by simply purchasing 
software keys at any time after your system purchase – giving you the 
flexibility and opportunity to grow into your Tablet UT™.

Channel axis software

Single Channel 1 Axis Encoder Input Tablet UTwin

Single Channel 2 Axis Motor/Encoder Tablet UTwin

Single Channel 3 Axis Motor/Encoder Tablet UTwin

Dual Channel 2 Axis Motor/Encoder Tablet UTwin 

Dual Channel 3 Axis Motor/Encoder Tablet UTwin

TOFD Software 
with Transducer 

and Fixture

Dual TOFD Software 
with Transducers 

and Fixture
TOFD Software

TOFD Transducers 
and Fixture

Replay Software (for 
external PC) External Charger
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ComPANioN sCANNers

x-Y sCanners –
Manual and 
auto versions 
have dual-axis 
movement. Auto 
has hi-res motor 
movement and is 
LSI compatible.

aUtoMated 
taBletop – 
Small immersion 
tank with 10”x10” 
scan envelope. X 
and Y axis are 
motorized with a 
manual Z Axis. 

Mini B-sCan – 
Durable, single-
axis encoded that 
scans circumference 
of pipe diameters 
over 3” and up to 
temps of 500ºF 
(intermittently). 

rUs sCanner  – 
Ultra-portable, 
magnetic-wheeled 
hand scanner 
used on curved or 
flat surfaces for 
variety of testing 
applications.

tofd sCanner –  
Fast weld quality 
inspection thanks 
to two-angle beam 
transducers set to 
receive diffraction 
of generated 
Ultrasonic waves.

Mini sCanner –  
Fully automated 
with 10” per/
second scan speed. 
Magnetic wheels 
enable vertical and 
upside down use on 
flat plate or pipe.

UniVersal 
proBe sCan – 
Linear-scan 
encoded for B- and 
C-Scan. Magnetic 
knurled wheel 
ensures firm hold 
on wet surfaces. 

Local Presence, Global Reach!
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speCifiCations

functions 

A-, B- & C-Scan imaging; Digital thickness display; 
Thickness data logging, 2- or 3-axis motion control; 
TOFD testing display; Weld testing display; Shear 
path; Projection; On-screen image analysis replay 
(cluster analysis, flaw analysis, and multi-layer gating)

Channels 1 or 2

size 13.8” x 9.25” x 2.8”

weight 7.75 lbs. (1 battery); 8.75 lbs. (2 batteries)

power AC and Battery

Battery operating time 8+ hours with 2 batteries

display type 10.4” XGA Transflective (1024x768)

outputs (2) USB, External Monitor, Ethernet, Wi-Fi, Bluetooth

data/rf waveform storage Up to 256 GB mSATA, 64 GB standard

data Gates 4

operating system Multicore platform w/ MS Windows 7 Embedded

number of axis Up to 3 axis of motion control

Control type Step and Direction

encoder inputs Up to 3 axis

encoder type Quadrature Signals or step/direction

pulser waveform Spike (negative), Square (half cycles), Tone Burst, Chirp

amplitude 50-400 Volts

damping > 10kΩ, 1.00Ω and 100Ω

repetition rate Up to 5000/second

Preamplifier 12 dB low noise pump

dynamic range > 95 dB per EN12668-1

Band width 500 kHz – 20 MHz

receiver Gain 0-82 dB

digitizer; data processing 14 bit ADC; 16 bit

daC/tCG points Up to 40 points

daC/tCG Gain range 0-60 dB

Call to sChedUle a liVe deMo!
worldwide headQUarters
195 Clarksville Road  •  Princeton Junction, NJ 08550  •  USA 
TEL: +1.609.716.4000  •  FAX: +1.609.716.0706 
sales@mistrasgroup.com  •  www.mistrasgroup.com/TabletUT
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Visit MistrasGroUp.CoM/loCations
for a Mistras offiCe near YoU!
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